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GIOVANNI D’AMBROGIO  
(active in Rome and Florence, between 1382 and 1418) 

Pair of spiral-twist columns 

White marble with serpentino / verde di Prato marble inserts 

87 (h) x 29 (diam) cm 
34 (h) x 11 1/2 (diam) in

Rome,  end 14th century 

Provenance:  
from the 16th century dismantling of The Monument to Cardinal Phillipe II d’Alenҫon in the 

Church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, Rome 
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After seventy years of exile in Avignon, in 1376, Gregory XI (1370-1378) returned the Papal Seat to 

Rome. A little more than a decade on, the papacy of Boniface IX (1389-1404) witnessed two Jubilees: 

the first in 1390, the second in 1400. The economic advantages had from the latter were noteworthy 

as “the churches Santa Maria in Trastevere and Santa Maria ad Martyres-Pantheon, together with 

the Basilica of San Lorenzo outside the Walls were added to the path the Catholic pilgrims walked”. 

The inclusion of the Trastevere church was justified by the fact that it held one of that period’s most 

important sculptural works: the Monument to Cardinal Phillipe II d’Alenҫon (1339-1397) (figs. 1,2). 

Upon the prelate’s death in 1397, its execution was entrusted to the Florentine sculptor and architect 

Giovanni D’Ambrogio. Active between 1382 and 1418, the artist had been for years – as he would 

continue to be – an important personality, charged with commissions of great prestige. 

Fig. 1: Giovanni D’Ambrogio,  Monument to 
Cardinal Phillipe II d’Alenҫon, Rome, Church 
of Santa Maria in Trastevere 

Fig. 2: Giovanni D’Ambrogio, Monument to 
Cardinal Phillipe II d’Alenҫon, Rome, Church of 
Santa Maria in Trastevere, detail 

D’Ambrogio is initially documented in Florence, contracted to sculpt “in the Tuscan city, reliefs 

depicting the Virtues, to adorn the new loggia (known as the Loggia dei Lanzi, from the 16th century 

onwards)”. 
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Between 1390 and 1396, Giovanni finds himself tasked with the execution of several sculptures and 

with the completion of the decoration of the Porta della Mandorla for the Duomo di Firenze. 

Starting in 1397 and continuing until 1401, Giovanni is no longer recorded as being in Florence; he 

is, in fact, working in Rome. “The monument dedicated to Cardinal Phillipe II d’Alenҫon in the 

Church of Santa Maria in Trastevere executed after 1397 (fig. 2) and the monument to Cardinal 

Adam Easton in the Church of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere are to be attributed to the Florentine, 

Giovanni d’Ambrogio. The monument to the cardinal from Alenҫon was later dismantled and its 

original composition – a ciborium and altar – lost when it was transformed into a wall tomb. As for 

the magnificent sepulchre, all that remain are the recumbent figure of the French prelate, reliefs 

including the Dormition of the Virgin and the Assumption of Mary, and a series of small statues; several 

of which are, at present, placed outside the church”. The two lateral columns, today repositioned 

within the wall monument, are identical to those here examined.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A masterpiece of the golden age of late-Gothic art (end 14th / early 15th centuries), the Monument to 

d’Alenҫon is “typical late-Gothic, at least as regards its complex architecture. In fact, its decorative 

apparatus, of uncommon quality, offers a hint of formal renewal”. Clearly, the same could be said 

regarding its two missing columns. 
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The transition from late-Gothic to Renaissance is “in Rome, marked by a substitution of the 

traditional baldachin and ogival arches supported by columns with a wall tomb concluded in its 

upper portion by an architrave surmounted by a lunette or shell-shaped gable, then by a round 

arch”. 

The two here-presented columns – typical of late-Gothic tradition in central Italy – are, in all 

likelihood, orphans of a process of re-adaptation carried out regarding interior spaces; a 

common practice, often carried out in Roman churches, especially throughout the 16th century. 
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